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Abstract
Retail commerce is influenced by digital technologies at large scale. After electronic commerce and its evolution into mobile
commerce, we now see that the Internet of Things (IoT), one of the most disruptive developments in recent times, is about to
radically transform retail commerce from need recognition to post-purchase engagement and service. Extant literature mainly
investigates technical features of IoT, missing out on a customer-centric perspective. Theoretically founded in Activity and
Affordance Theories, this paper conceptualizes IoT-commerce, identifies opportunities for customers, and links them
to the customer buying process. Based on an extensive literature review, twelve affordances are derived and evaluated with a sample of real-world IoT devices. All affordances offered by electronic and mobile commerce are still
valid for IoT-commerce but extended by three affordances unique to IoT-commerce: context-aware services, natural interactions,
and automated customer processes. Affecting all steps of the customer buying process, IoT-commerce is worth to be understood
by researchers, customers, and companies.
Keywords Activity theory . Affordances . E-commerce . M-commerce . IoT

Introduction
As one of the most disruptive developments in recent times,
the Internet of Things (IoT) has the power to radically transform retail commerce (Shim et al. 2019). The application of
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IoT in retail commerce might even be “the most profound shift
ushered in by the IoT era” (Evans 2018, p. 1). IoT refers to a
multitude of smart devices that are connected to the Internet
and equipped with sensors, actuators, and intelligent computing logic (Porter and Heppelmann 2014). “In time, the idea of
a smartphone as a commerce device could be old news as
commerce moves beyond simply portable consumer devices
to include durable goods, such as refrigerators, washing machines or automobiles.” (Evans 2017, p. 1). Taking the example of a smart fridge as an IoT device, first publications were
discussing it already more than ten years ago (Coughlan et al.
2012; Gaur et al. 2015; Rothensee 2008). “The smart fridge
has often been considered a prototypical example of applications of the Internet of Things” (Rothensee 2008, p. 123).
Exemplary functionality comprises the tracking of expiry
dates, recipe recommendations, and an automated reordering of groceries almost used up. Similar use cases of
IoT within retail commerce are described for washing machines automatically re-ordering detergent (Deloitte 2016) or
pet food dispensers (Amazon 2018b). Only recently, however,
such ideas began to materialize. For instance, Samsung is now
offering a smart fridge with a built-in touchscreen that allows
adding items to the shopping list and then directly order
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products online (Groenfeldt 2016). Walmart filed a patent for
a technology that would allow automatic re-purchase of groceries and other products without any further intervention by
the customer (Nassauer 2017), an IoT idea that is already
implemented in a similar way for detergent in the washing machines of Whirlpool and GE Appliances (Evans
2017). With tens of millions of sold devices, Amazon’s
(2018a) voice-controlled Echo is a popular example of
an adopted IoT device already widely used in retail
commerce (Reid 2018). This smart speaker connects to
other compatible smart home devices and its ecosystem
integration with the Amazon marketplace delivers seamless online shopping experiences into the homes of customers that allow the purchase of products with simple
voice commands. Hence, being only theoretically
discussed for many years, we now see first materialized
examples of IoT in the context of retail commerce. We
call this phenomenon IoT-commerce.
Ever since, commerce refers to the activity of buying and
selling and, therefore, to the exchange of tangible and intangible goods at large scale (Oxford Dictionary 2018). For centuries, brick and mortar stores represented a common way of
retail commerce. Driven by new technologies, new forms of
commerce evolved. Increased penetration of the Internet led to
the opportunity to sell and buy products online using
webshops and electronic data transmission (Grandon
and Pearson 2004). Revenue of this global electronic
commerce (e-commerce) is anticipated to triple from
1.34 trillion USD in 2014 to 4.13 trillion USD in
2020 (Statista 2018b). With double-digit growth rates
of around 21% annually, e-commerce contributes substantially to the growth of global retail sales. After the
turn of the millennium, the proliferation of mobile
Internet-enabled smartphones facilitated spatially independent
access to online shopping (Clarke 2008). In a 2017 survey,
every third online shopper stated to purchase online via a
mobile device at least once per month (Statista 2018a).
Along these lines, mobile commerce (m-commerce) created
an unparalleled opportunity as it expanded the traditional limitations of e-commerce (Clarke 2008). Nowadays, as examples such as smart fridges and voice assistants show, we see
those limitations expanding once again, driven by IoTcommerce.
Extant literature at the intersection of IoT and commerce is scarce. IoT literature mainly takes a
technology-centered perspective, such as describing
functionalities and applications of IoT devices (Borgia
2014), groups of IoT devices (Püschel et al. 2016), the
related technology stack (Porter and Heppelmann 2014),
interaction patterns between IoT devices, customers, and
businesses (Kees et al. 2015; Oberländer et al. 2018),
and the interplay of different stakeholders in smart service systems (Porter and Heppelmann 2014). Existing
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commerce literature mainly focuses on e-commerce and
m-commerce.
There exists few IoT literature including customer perspectives, such as a discussion about how companies can enhance
customer value with IoT devices via energy savings, property
protection, proactivity, or personalized experience (Koverman
2016; Lee and Lee 2015). Nevertheless, we are not aware of a
study taking the device itself as a starting point for holistically
describing what IoT devices afford to customers with regard
to commerce. Yet, due to the relevance of retail commerce, the
substantial changes that came along with e-commerce and mcommerce, and the disruptive potential of the IoT for retail
commerce, we posit that such a perspective is valuable and a
prerequisite for further examinations of IoT-commerce.
Therefore, we raise the research question:
Which opportunities do Internet of Things devices provide to retail commerce customers?
Answering this research question is valuable from a
theoretical and a practical perspective. In terms of theory, it links the rather disparate bodies of knowledge on
commerce and IoT in a customer-centric manner. This is
a basis for future research exploring the growing field
of IoT-commerce. From a practical perspective, answering the research question is relevant for customers using
IoT devices for shopping and companies that might
want to (re-)design their customer experience in light
of a new channel for customer interaction.
To answer our research question, we analyze IoTcommerce through an affordance lens embedded in Activity
Theory. We use Activity Theory as a meta-theoretical lens,
and we leverage the general and information systemsspecific affordance literature as a more specific theoretical
foundation. Activity theory provides the socio-economic
framework of rules (e.g., legislation), community (e.g., other
customers), and roles (e.g., socially discriminating factors) as
“minimal context for individual actions” (Beaudry and
Carillo 2006, p. 429), that means the purchasing of
products and services online through the means of IoT
devices. Affordance Theory helps us describe individual
opportunities for customers that emerge with the use of
IoT devices in the context of retail commerce. Our work
grounds on both academic literature in the fields of ecommerce, m-commerce, and IoT as well as on real-life
examples of IoT devices that allow the purchasing of
products and services. E-commerce and m-commerce
literature is included in our assessment in order to evaluate whether their affordances are still valid or even
strengthened in IoT-commerce. IoT literature is included
in order to identify additional affordances offered by
IoT devices that are not yet present since e-commerce
and m-commerce. As a validation for parsimony and
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completeness, we derive potential manifestations of the
affordances within the different steps of the customer
buying process and consider real-life examples of IoT
devices to assess the extent of actual manifestations and
check for completeness and parsimony. Our analysis revealed twelve affordances of IoT in the context of retail
commerce that manifest in all steps of the customer
buying process.
Second section provides the theoretical background
on the evolution of e-commerce, m-commerce, and
IoT-commerce and our theoretical foundation in
Activity and Affordance Theories. Third section outlines
the methodological approach. Fourth section presents
the affordances of IoT-commerce from a theoretical perspective. A validation with real-life objects is described
in Fifth section . Sixth section presents the discussion,
followed by the conclusion in seventh section.

Theoretical background
In the following, we introduce the customer buying process on which our paper is based. Subsequently, we
explain the evolution of commerce in three waves since
the emergence of the World Wide Web in the 1990s.
Thereby, we provide an overview of the development
and the existing literature streams of e-commerce, mcommerce, and IoT. Afterward, we outline Activity
Theory and Affordance Theory as theoretical foundations of our work.

Customer buying process
The customer buying process is a series of activities where a
customer interacts in several stages with a seller or manufacturer. Models of Howard and Sheth (1969), Nicosia and
Mayer (1976) and Engel et al. (1995) are often-cited models
of buyer behavior including a large number of constructs, as,
for instance, word of mouth, perceptual bias, and intention to
purchase. Those models are taken from numerous publications as the basis for examining the influence of individual
variables, such as perceived risk (Cunningham et al. 2005),
or experience of the decision-maker (Frambach et al. 2007).
Our paper aims to detect opportunities of IoT within the
buying process rather than to describe the underlying
Fig. 1 Customer buying process
adopted from Lemon and Verhoef
(2016)
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psychological process of the decision-maker. Therefore, we
searched for a well-structured buying process focusing
on the core of the process rather than on influencing
variables. We selected the customer buying process of
Lemon and Verhoef (2016) as it offers clear and distinguishable steps for our analysis of IoT’s influence in
each of those steps. The steps of this process, published
in one of the leading business journals, are depicted in
Fig. 1 and explained afterward.
The customer buying process of Lemon and Verhoef
(2016) differentiates three major stages: pre-purchase,
purchase, and post-purchase. In the pre-purchase stage,
the customer interacts with other parties, as, for instance, the brand, without beginning the actual purchase. Afterward, she recognizes a need for something
(need recognition), she considers buying something to
satisfy this need (consideration), and she gathers information via searching product alternatives (search). In
the purchase stage itself, the customer chooses one alternative (choice), orders the product or service
(ordering), and pays for it (payment). The postpurchase stage summarizes the potential interaction of
the customer with the brand or the environment related
to the product or service after the actual purchase. The
product or service is consumed or used (consumption/
usage). Furthermore, the customer can evolve into some
sort of post-purchase engagement (engagement) and
send service requests concerning the product or service
(service request) (Lemon and Verhoef 2016). Not every
buying process follows this pattern chronologically;
steps can also be swapped or omitted (e.g., buying
something without searching for alternatives, or engaging with the manufacturer before consuming a product).
Numerous publications take this buying process as a
starting point, often to examine one or more steps in
detail. Especially the steps search and choice are considered as critical steps in the process and are therefore
often subject to examination in e-commerce and mcommerce literature. For instance, Brynjolfsson and
Smith (2000) disproved the assumption that lower
search costs on the Internet lead to a preference of
lower-priced stores instead of higher-priced stores for
the same product. Trust in the online retailer (reputation,
word of mouth, advertising, or prominent links from
other trusted websites) or brand loyalty were found to
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make custom ers choose higher-priced products
(Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000; Kocas 2002). Lynch
and Ariely (2000) argue that e-commerce reduces the
search costs for products and product-related information, leading to the suggestion for retailers to offer differentiated goods. An investigation into search costs in
context of IoT-commerce could be valuable, as customers may even outsource the search partially or
completely to the IoT device, for instance, by ordering
the cheapest product via voice, the product of a specific
retailer, or by ordering unspecific and letting the IoT
device decide based on customer’s preferences. All
those scenarios lead to lower search costs in IoTcommerce than in e-commerce and m-commerce that
might make it even more crucial for companies to either
build trust, offering highly differentiated products, or
focus on price competition. Similarly, product comparison agents assist customers in decision-making leading
to decreased search costs in e-commerce and unlimited
availability of alternatives (Wan et al. 2007). Among
different types of product comparison agents, such as
evaluation agents, differentiation agents, or preference
agents, IoT-commerce might especially enhance preference agents as the gathering of the underlying customer
preference data significantly increases with IoT devices
(e.g., shopping history, interactions with the device, music preferences, daily routines, etc.).
Based on the above-mentioned customer buying process,
we now study the phenomenon of IoT-commerce as an evolution of e-commerce.

The evolution of electronic commerce
Above all, e-commerce is “a technologically driven phenomenon” (Laudon and Traver 2018, p. 38), subject to constant
change due to technological advancements (Ngai and
Gunasekaran 2007; Strader and Shar 1997). The emergence
of new technological devices that were adopted by a critical
number of private users and that inhibit the possibility to support each step of the customer buying process or only parts of
it influenced the way retail commerce is conducted. We see
three major waves of commerce initiated via the widespread
use of new technologies: e-commerce, enabled by desktop
devices (e.g., Personal Computer) connected to the Internet;
m-commerce, enabled by mobile devices (e.g., smartphones
and tablets) connected to the Internet; and IoT-commerce, enabled by IoT devices (e.g., voice assistants) connected to the
Internet.
Before the debut of mail-order catalogs and teleshopping,
brick and mortar stores were the linchpin of buying for all
kinds of products and services (Miles 1990). With the appearance of the World Wide Web in the early 1990s, the base for ecommerce was set (Turban et al. 2015). E-commerce
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“suggests that consumers access a website through a computer
terminal” (Maity and Dass 2014, p. 35). The literature discusses several aspects that distinguish e-commerce from traditional commerce. Electronic marketplaces, for example,
electronic payment or electronic marketing via social networks, allow the “participating buyers and sellers to exchange
information about prices and product offerings” (Alt and
Klein 2011; Strader and Shar 1997, p. 187; Turban et al.
2015). When O‘Reilly Media first used the term ‘Web 2.0’
in 2004, they described the evolution of the World Wide Web
toward social media, facilitating information sharing between
customers, for instance, in social networks or by writing reviews (Butler and Peppard 1998; Turban et al. 2015). Along
these lines, increased information density allows customers to
instantly acquire detailed product information. Additionally,
e-commerce enables customization of products and personalization of services (Butler and Peppard 1998; Turban et al.
2015).
Academic literature in the field of e-commerce is rich, comprising topics like technical aspects (e.g., Guttman et al. 1999;
Lee and Lee 1993; Xiao and Benbasat 2007), behavioral issues such as consumer behavior and technology acceptance
(e.g., Gefen et al. 2003; Klopping and McKinney 2004; Liang
et al. 2011), and business models (e.g., Aldridge 1998;
Kraemer et al. 2000; Timmers 1998). Several literature reviews synthesize extant e-commerce research streams from
different perspectives. For instance, Ngai and Wat (2002)
screened 275 articles published between 1993 and 1999 and
clustered them into four categories: ‘application areas,’ ‘technological issues,’ ‘support and implementation,’ and ‘others’.
Chua et al. (2005) took a stakeholder perspective and identified ‘customers’ and the ‘internal organization’ as stakeholders with the most attention in e-commerce research,
whereas ‘suppliers’, ‘indirect stakeholders’, ‘investors’, and
‘regulators’ receive less interest. In their review of electronic
markets research, Alt and Klein (2011) identified three perspectives: ‘economic environment,’ ‘governance mode,’ and
‘business model’.
With the advent of more and more mobile devices in the
2000s, m-commerce took its course (Wirtz 2018). Mcommerce describes the possibility “to purchase goods anywhere through a wireless Internet-enabled device” (Clarke
2008, p. 133; Maity and Dass 2014). Mobile devices in the
context of m-commerce are portable devices with wireless
Internet access that, by nature, are designed to be moved with
its users, such as smartphones and tablets (Junglas and Watson
2003; Turban et al. 2015). Furthermore, mobile devices enable
location-based services and advertisement that is individually
adapted to the local context. For instance, the Uber platform
allows to call a taxi to the current GPS location of the customer and estimates its time of arrival (Turban et al. 2015).
Although some functions, such as user accounts for desktop
PCs and synchronization of user accounts on different
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devices, offer strong personalization possibilities in e-commerce, personalized advertising in m-commerce is typically
easier as mobile devices are used by only one person
(Turban et al. 2015). Mobile devices experienced their upswing after the emergence of desktop PCs for e-commerce.
However, in some regions m-commerce unfolded first,
followed by later adaption of e-commerce. Furthermore, we
observe that the beginning of e-commerce is product-oriented,
meaning that products of brick-and-mortar stores were bought
via the Internet, whereas the ongoing change from productorientation towards service-orientation initiated a change in eand m-commerce towards services. Some characteristics of ecommerce expand in m-commerce, and some key attributes of
m-commerce, such as location-based services, lead to specialized business models, especially in the service domain
(Turban et al. 2015). In our paper, we examine products, that
means “something that is made to be sold, usually something
that is produced by an industrial process” (Cambridge
Dictionary 2019a), services, that means “business activity that
involves doing things for customers rather than producing
goods” (Cambridge Dictionary 2019b), as well as hybrid offers of products and services.
Similarly to e-commerce, research streams of m-commerce
relate to technical aspects (e.g., Lee and Benbasat 2004), behavioral research (e.g., Schierz et al. 2010), and business
models (e.g., Tsalgatidou and Pitoura 2001). However, the
total number of publications is significantly smaller compared
to e-commerce. M-commerce research focuses on the additional features provided by mobile devices compared to desktop devices, for instance, location-based services (e.g., Rao
and Minakakis 2003). There are only a few literature reviews
of m-commerce. For instance, Ngai and Gunasekaran (2007)
synthesize m-commerce research streams by the categories of
‘m-commerce theory and research’, ‘wireless network infrastructure’, ‘mobile middleware’, ‘wireless user infrastructure’,
and ‘m-commerce applications and cases’. Groß (2015) clustered m-commerce literature into the three categories of ‘online distribution channel’, ‘advanced technology for in-store
shopping’, and ‘technology perspective’.
The overview of existing research about e-commerce and
m-commerce shows that authors frequently take a technical
point of view (e.g., technical aspects of e-commerce/m-commerce, technological issues, wireless network infrastructure,
support and implementation, mobile middleware), which is
not the focus of our paper. Within our research, we concentrate
on publications that describe commerce from a customer’s
point of view or in such a general way, that implications for
customers can be derived. Furthermore, we assume that the
research streams of technical aspects, behavioral research, and
business models that flourished through the waves of ecommerce and m-commerce are likely to be continued for
IoT-commerce. Our research on IoT-commerce is located at
the intersection of all three research streams as we use an
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affordance lens to derive opportunities from technical features
of IoT devices that impact customer behavior and potentially
enable innovative business models.
With the emergence of IoT devices, also called smart connected devices, another option to purchase online arises next
to desktop devices (e-commerce) and mobile devices (m-commerce). IoT describes the phenomenon that physical objects
are integrated into the networked society, leading to a fusion
of the physical and digital world (Huber et al. 2017;
Rosemann 2014; Wortmann and Flüchter 2015). Two central
aspects turn devices into IoT devices. First, the Internet connection, enabling the device to send and receive data.
Secondly, sensors and/or actuators enable those objects to be
“tracked, coordinated, or controlled across a data network or
the Internet” (McKinsey 2013, p. 52). The IoT device
equipped with sensing and acting capabilities captures and
aggregates data, and potentially takes action (Borgia 2014).
Therefore, the IoT device possesses certain intelligence to act
and make decisions independent of human agency (Gaskin
et al. 2014; Porter and Heppelmann 2014). In short, IoT connects information technology and physical objects, leading to
new products and services (McKinsey 2013; Uckelmann et al.
2011). Having reviewed different definitions of IoT (Huber
et al. 2017; McKinsey 2013; Uckelmann et al. 2011;
Wortmann and Flüchter 2015), we find the definition of
Kees et al. (2015) most suitable for this paper as it gives a
good understanding of IoT from the viewpoint of the user,
which is in our context the customer. In line with Kees et al.
(2015) we define:
IoT devices are a multitude of physical objects,
equipped with sensors, actuators, and/or computing
power connected to the Internet via communication
technology, and enabling interaction with and/or among
those objects.
Personal computers, laptops, tablets, and mobile phones
are traditional physical devices with sensors, computing power, and typically an Internet connection. These devices are IoT
devices. However, commerce solely relying on the aforementioned devices commonly used in e-commerce and mcommerce does not qualify as IoT-commerce. Rather, IoTcommerce denotes retail commerce using non-traditional
smart connected physical devices such as voice assistants,
smart washing machines, and smart thermostats. With the help
of voice assistants, one can purchase new products within
seconds via voice command; with a smart washing machine,
one can automatically reorder detergent right before it is used
up; with a smart thermostat, temperature and therefore energy
consumption can be optimized automatically without assistance of the owner leading to an adjusted amount of energy
purchase, especially in cases where heating and cooling is
performed with electricity. This implies that IoT-commerce
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is not a radical replacement of e-commerce and/or m-commerce, but can be seen as an “evolution rather than a revolution” (Evans 2017, p. 1). Hence, we use the following definition of IoT-commerce:
IoT-commerce relates to the purchasing of products and
services online via the use of IoT devices whose technical features afford new opportunities to retail customers.
Information systems research discusses features, interactions, and recommendations of IoT devices (e.g., Fleisch
et al. 2009; Oberländer et al. 2018; Song et al. 2017). In marketing, interactions between the IoT device and the customer
are discussed related to customer and object experiences (e.g.,
Hoffman and Novak 2018; Kozinets 2019). Under the terms
“ubiquitous commerce”, computer scientists examine the
ubiquity and pervasiveness of IoT-commerce from a technical
and opportunity-centered perspective, describing potential applications of IoT in commerce (e.g., Bhajantri et al. 2015;
Chunxia et al. 2010; Fox et al. 2006; Sanchez-Pi and Molina
2009). Examples of IoT devices used in retail commerce are
already widely discussed in practice (e.g., Farhad 2018;
Heatman 2018), but scientific research embedded in existing
theories is still scarce in this field.

Activity theory
Our work of IoT devices in retail commerce builds on Activity
Theory, which is located at the intersection of behavioral and
social sciences, as it “provides a high-level contextual perspective of human behavior” (Beaudry and Carillo 2006, p.
429). Activity Theory formalizes the interaction of a subject
with the world. The conceptualization of Activity Theory,
especially regarding activity systems of individuals, traces
back to Vygotsky (1980) and Leont’ev (1978) and is also
known as the mediated-action perspective (Kaptelinin and
Nardi 2012). In particular, it describes how a Person (P) interacts with an Object (O) via the use of Tools (T) (BenbunanFich 2019). The Person is typically an acting human being.
The Object is affected by the action of the Person (BenbunanFich 2019). Kaptelinin (2005) differentiates between physical
objects and intangible constructs such as commonly accepted
facts or socially and culturally defined properties that can also
represent the Object within Activity Theory. The Object,
therefore, possesses an ambiguous nature (physical vs. intangible). Ultimately, the Object is the motive for the actions of a
goal-directed Person (Kaptelinin 2005). The Tool mediates the
human activity of the Person, contributes to accomplishing the
intended goal, and triggers an effect on the Object. The nature
of Tools can be both physical such as technology (Karanasios
and Allen 2014) or psychological such as language, symbols,
and mental models (Allen et al. 2013; Karanasios and Allen
2014). Another typology of tools by Hasan and Kazlauskas

(2014) differentiates between primary (physical), secondary
(language, mental models), and tertiary tools (communities,
context, or environment). Typically, the relationship between
Person, Tool, and Object is depicted as ‘P ⇔ T ⇔ O’. Later,
Engeström (1987) extended this triad to incorporate the socially embedded concepts of rules, community, and roles
(Beaudry and Carillo 2006).
As a well-articulated concept for descriptive purposes,
Activity Theory is a theory for analysis and explanation of
the world (Benbunan-Fich 2019; Gregor 2006) with activities
as the unit of analysis (Engeström 1987). In its original conceptualization by Vygotsky (1980) and Leont’ev (1978),
Activity Theory did not particularly comprise digital technologies. Against this backdrop, researchers introduced Activity
Theory into the domain of Human-Computer Interaction to
better understand how technology mediates human activities
(Kaptelinin and Nardi 2012; Nardi 1996). Until now, two
major Information Systems (IS) research streams evolved
around Activity Theory, one to better understand IS intervention and the other “more connected with the fields of design
and development, and the technical side of IS” (BenbunanFich 2019, p. 3). As a cross-disciplinary framework, Activity
Theory contributes to a human-oriented understanding of the
collaboration and interaction between humans (i.e., Person)
and IS (i.e., Tool). It allows investigating different types of
human practices on both an individual and social level (Nardi
1996).
IS research has started to utilize Activity Theory in the
domain of e-commerce. For instance, Chaudhury et al.
(2001) built their work on Activity Theory to understand customer experiences in the Internet and to support successful
web development. Johnston and Gregor (2000) rely on core
elements of Activity Theory to conceptualize industry-level
activity that aims at explaining certain aspects of supply chain
e-commerce technologies. Beaudry and Carillo (2006) organize their review of B2C literature along with the Activity
Theory framework. In this paper, we build on Activity
Theory as a foundation to explore the affordances of IoT devices in the customer buying process. In the words of Activity
Theory, our goal-directed Person is the customer with her goal
to satisfy her need via online purchase. By the use of an IoT
device as a primary physical Tool, this customer interacts with
a seller, manufacturer, or service provider that can be seen as
Object. Her interaction is embedded in the socio-economic
framework of rules (e.g., legislation), community (e.g., peer
customers), and roles (e.g., social demography).

Affordance theory
Repeatedly, Activity Theory is combined with the concept of
affordances as they are the relational property of interaction
within the Person-Tool-Object triad (Benbunan-Fich 2019).
Whereas instrumental affordances relate to the handling
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(‘P ⇔ T’) and effect (‘T ⇔ O’) of the Tool, supplemental
affordances relate to auxiliary activities such as maintenance
of the Tool (Benbunan-Fich 2019). The concept of
affordances was first brought up in ecological psychology. It
originates from Gibson (1979) who used the verb ‘afford’ to
describe what the environment offers to an animal. He refers
to a subject (animal) that is provided with affordances from an
object (object within the environment). Gibson (1979) associates properties of objects with affordances that guide the actions of the subject. He, therefore, emphasizes the complementarity of a subject and its environment (Benbunan-Fich
2019). Later, Norman (1988) introduced affordances into design theory and the domain of Human-Computer Interaction.
In the beginning, his work centered mainly on his designoriented belief that objects and tools should be designed for
their intended use – in a way that the user can anticipate the
object’s affordance. He then abstracted from the physical
nature of objects and applied the concept of affordances
on intangible artifacts and software user interfaces
(Benbunan-Fich 2019). Therefore, he rather took a design perspective on affordances. In further work,
Norman (1999) differentiated between perceived and real affordances. Whereas real affordances refer to the
actual properties of an object or artifact, the perceived
affordances are those that are noticeable for subjects
such as human beings by providing cues for proper
operation and usage. Depending on the individual, perceived affordances may vary among a heterogeneous
group of users.
Based on the classification by Norman (1999), there were
attempts to further extend the classification of affordances.
Hartson (2003), for instance, suggested a differentiation between cognitive (i.e., perceived affordances), physical (e.g.,
real affordances), sensory (i.e., properties to feel, see hear,
etc.), and functional (i.e., support in a task relating to a higher
purpose) affordances. Vyas et al. (2017) conceptualize
affordances at a much broader scope by incorporating
social and cultural aspects. However, most authors interpret the relationship between subject and object as
the core of the Affordance Theory (Bærentsen and
Trettvik 2002; Benbunan-Fich 2019; Gaver 1991,
1992; Gibson 1979; Kaptelinin and Nardi 2012;
McGrenere and Ho 2000; Norman 1999). Affordances
materialize in the interaction between the subject (e.g.,
Person/human) and object (e.g., IoT device). Following this
logic, affordances are possibilities for goal-directed actions of
goal-oriented actors with regard to an object (Markus and
Silver 2008). The affordance perspective can, therefore, provide a useful lens to analyze (emerging) technologies in a
user-centered manner (Gaver 1991; Leonardi 2011).
In the following, we rely on the general concept of
affordances but do not further differentiate between different
types such as cognitive, physical, sensory, and functional
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affordances of IoT-commerce. We use the term ‘IoT-commerce affordances’ for affordances of IoT devices directed
to retail commerce customers and apply the same analogy
on ‘e-commerce affordances’ and ‘m-commerce affordances’.
Furthermore, our affordances might not yet all be perceived by
customers. Hence, we focus on real affordances for now,
though future research on the differences to perceived
affordances might be very useful. Perceived affordances
might then be actualized by the customer within the process
of purchasing products and/or services online.

Methods
To answer our research question which opportunities IoT devices provide to retail commerce customers, we pursued a
two-step approach in which theory development is followed
by validation. For theory development, we identified the
affordances of e-commerce, m-commerce, and IoTcommerce based on academic literature. For validation, we
conducted a twofold analysis to ensure parsimony and completeness. Below, we provide details on each methodological
step.
In the first step of theory development, we reviewed extant
literature to collect real affordances of e-commerce, m-commerce, and IoT-commerce. As literature on the established
research domains of e-commerce and m-commerce is rich,
we focused on articles synthesizing existing research. By contrast, the IoT phenomenon is not yet well researched.
Therefore, we did not further restrict our search to literature
review articles about IoT but conducted our search in the
whole IoT domain. We used the following combined search
term for titles and abstracts: {{“e-commerce” OR “electronic
commerce” OR “m-commerce” OR “mobile commerce” OR
“online shopping” OR “electronic shopping” OR “mobile
shopping” OR “e-business” OR “electronic business”} AND
{review OR affordance}} OR {iot OR “internet of things”}.
As advised by Webster and Watson (2002), we performed our
literature search in leading IS journals, namely the AIS Senior
Scholars’ Basket of Eight1 (2018). Furthermore, following
Webster and Watson (2002), we expanded our search beyond
core IS journals. We included the journal ‘Electronic Markets’
due to its inherent connection to electronic commerce, and
other peer-reviewed journals specifically addressing the electronic commerce domain.2 Furthermore, we integrated a
1

Considered journals according to AIS (2018): European Journal of
Information Systems, Information Systems Journal, Information Systems
Research, Journal of AIS, Journal of Information Technology, Journal of
MIS, Journal of Strategic Information Systems, MIS Quarterly
2
Considered journals: Electronic Commerce Research, Electronic Commerce
Research & Applications, International Journal of Electronic Commerce,
Journal of Electronic Commerce in Organizations, Journal of Electronic
Commerce Research, Journal of Organizational Computing & Electronic
Commerce
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marketing perspective due to its close connection to commerce. We searched in leading marketing journals3 for “internet of things” OR “IoT”. To include discussions about IoT in
computer science and electrical engineering,4 we additionally
searched for the corresponding terms: {“e-commerce” OR
“electronic commerce” OR “m-commerce” OR “mobile commerce” OR “online shopping” OR “electronic shopping” OR
“mobile shopping” OR “e-business” OR “electronic business”} AND {“ambient intelligence” OR “pervasive computing” OR “ubiquitous computing”}.
The search resulted in 180 articles on which two authors
independently performed a title and abstract screening. An
article was considered relevant if it mainly dealt with e-commerce, m-commerce, or IoT, provided an overview of the
evolution of at least one of those fields, or presented one
specific affordance in detail. An article was marked for detailed examination if at least one researcher classified it as
relevant. With this research strategy within IS journals,
commerce-related journals, marketing journals and the domain of computer science, we “accumulate a relatively complete census of relevant literature” (Webster and Watson 2002,
p.xvi).
As a second step, two researchers independently examined
the full text of the remaining 49 relevant journal articles in
detail and highlighted affordances of e-commerce, m-commerce, and IoT-commerce. We identified phrases (e.g., ‘24/7
availability’), sentences, passages, and the whole topic of an
article (e.g., ‘user-generated content in the form of online
product reviews’) as affordance if they satisfied the following
criterion: The aspect is peculiar to e-commerce, m-commerce,
or IoT-commerce, therefore helps identify the respective phenomenon, and offers direct or indirect possibility for action to
the customer. For each affordance, we documented its presence within e-commerce, m-commerce, and/or IoT-commerce. Relatively few publications on IoT in the context of
commerce revealed that IoT-commerce affordances cannot be
compiled solely on commerce-related literature. Hence, during the paper screening, we also highlighted (technical) features and aspects of the very nature of IoT devices that lead to
affordances for customers.
In intense discussions, we consolidated all aspects
highlighted during the paper screening, finally leading to
twelve affordances as presented in the next section. Within
this consolidation, same and similar highlighting was merged
into one affordance (e.g., ‘24/7 availability’ and ‘temporal
independence’), the granularity level of all affordances was
harmonized (i.e., not too specific and not too generic
affordances), an explanation comprising all relevant aspects

3
Considered journals: Journal of Marketing, Journal of Marketing Research,
Journal of Consumer Research
4
Database used: ieeexplore.ieee.org
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identified in academic literature was compiled, and the number of affordances was decreased to achieve conciseness.
For validation with real-life IoT devices regarding completeness and parsimony of our theory, we chose a twofold
approach. We drew a sample of 337 IoT devices that were
obtained from three studies that provide extensive literature
reviews of IoT devices in scientific and grey literature:
Oberländer et al. (2018), Püschel et al. (2016), and Brandt
et al. (2017). For our research, we considered only those IoT
devices that either enable the purchase of products and services by itself (e.g., Amazon Echo) or strongly influence the
type, quality, quantity, or ordering time of goods purchased
(e.g., Nest thermostat), resulting in 35 relevant IoT devices.
Therefore, other devices such as smart locks (e.g., Lockitron),
smart mattresses (e.g., Luna), or smart home monitoring systems (e.g., Sentri) were not considered. Similar IoT devices
(e.g., Amazon Echo Dot and Amazon Echo Plus or Nest thermostat and smart irrigation controllers) were grouped,
resulting in five major groups of these 35 IoT devices relevant
for IoT-commerce as presented by Table 1. The overview
contains devices for the purchase of both products and services. Further, those purchases are made either explicitly (i.e.,
purchase immediately initiated by the device) or implicitly
(e.g., optimization of energy consumption which transitively
influences the amount of energy purchased).
To check for parsimony, we evaluated whether all twelve
identified affordances do already manifest in reality. We derived manifestations of affordances by subsequently applying
each affordance to each step of the customer buying process.
If the examined real-life examples of IoT devices confirmed
that an affordance provides a possibility for action to the customer or removes her need to act in one of those buying
process steps, we documented the respective manifestation
and provided an exemplary description of this opportunity
directed to the customer. Our overview of affordances presented in the next section only comprises IoT-commerce
affordances that already manifest in several steps of the customer buying process as supported by existing real-life examples of IoT devices.
To check for completeness, we chose the reverse approach
and examined real-life examples of IoT devices in detail. For
each device, we analyzed its influence on each step of the
customer buying process. If an IoT device has an influence
on one step of the buying process and provides an immediate
opportunity to the customer in this step, then we checked
whether this opportunity is already covered by the identified
twelve affordances. As all opportunities provided by real-life
IoT devices were already covered by the IoT-commerce
affordances we identified, we did not have to add further
affordances.
The following fourth section presents twelve affordances
of IoT-commerce as a result of the theory development,
followed by validation with real-life objects in fifth section.

5 Maintenance
services

4 Rental services

3 Replenishment
services

2 Smart resource
management

Implicit

Explicit

Implicit

Explicit

Product

Product

Service

Service

GM OnStar Dealer
Maintenance
Notification

DriveNow, Smoove

Amazon Dash Wand,
Samsung Family Hub

Nest thermostat,
Skydrop

Amazon Echo,
iMCO Watch

2

4

5

18

6

Explicit

Product and
service

1 Voice assistants

Voice assistants are applications built on natural language
processing that allows the customer to interact with the
device in her native language. The voice assistant can carry
out requests in interaction with other connected devices and
services. For instance, the voice assistant controls music, sets
alarms, makes audio calls, or buys products and services online.
Typical voice assistants are implemented in smart speakers but
also watches and even car assistance systems.
To optimize energy consumption, devices for smart resource management
use different kinds of data such as location, customer preferences,
sensor data like temperature, or weather forecasts to automatically adjust
the consumption of water, energy, and other resources to environmental
conditions. For most devices, the user can monitor and control the
consumption via a built-in interface, via mobile applications, or via a
connected voice assistant.
Replenishment services allow to (re-)order products based on customer’s
preferences – explicitly stated from the customer or implicitly detected
through her purchase history. Customers can re-order products by pressing
a button, by scanning the barcode of any available product, or without any
intervention when the replenishment service decides autonomously on
products to (re-)order. Replenishment services may also be implemented in
devices such as smart fridges, smart washing machines, etc.
Bike and car sharing systems allow customers to easily rent vehicles via a mobile
app. Locations of vehicles and their availability are accessible through a mobile
app or stationary terminals as all vehicles are connected to the Internet. Cars or
bikes are activated by wireless key solutions. For billing, the time and usage
locations of the vehicles are tracked and then charged via the rental platform the
customer has registered for.
Modern cars or other vehicles and devices are equipped with maintenance services.
Automatic notifications are sent to manufacturers or dealers when the vehicle or
device needs maintenance. Based on this trigger, the customer is contacted to agree
on the time and scope of the maintenance service. Further processing such as
the payment may be handled through the same platform.

Examples in our sample

Purchase target Purchase behavior Examples (selected)

Categories of IoT devices

# Group of IoT devices Short explanation

Table 1
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6

5

4

3

Proactive services
Based on data about the customer and her context, automated
trigger-based action is independently carried out by a system.

Online platforms
Online marketplaces with virtual storefronts offer a broad range of
products and services. These platforms emerge as market and
distribution intermediaries that aggregate the supply of one or
many manufacturers or retailers. Some platforms even work
without any professional seller as they connect peer customers
with each other.
Information transparency
Large amounts of information are published online. Devices provide
(ubiquitous) access to information for customers but also for
third parties, to details such as on products and manufacturers,
marketplace reviews, and shopping experiences.
Social interactions
User-generated content can easily be created and shared online, for
instance via social networks or product reviews in online shops.
This enables new ways for customers to communicate with
manufacturers, retailers, and peers. The amount of information
shared between customers increases as customers value
user-generated content as a trustful source of information. This
so-called electronic word-of-mouth enhances the online
shopping experience.
Personalized services
Based on data about the customer and the customer’s context, the
steps of the buying process are tailored to a specific customer or
a group of customers. This leads to individualized services as
well as customized products tailored to a customer’s personal
profile.

Electronic transactions
Business transactions related to the buying and selling of products
and services are conducted partially or fully via the Internet. Steps
of the buying process previously handled offline are carried out
online. This change in transaction patterns leads to convenient
and novel shopping experiences.
Temporal independence
Shopping is independent of temporal restrictions, as electronic
transactions can be carried out 24/7, without the need to consider
opening hours.

1

2

Affordance

Affordances of e-commerce, m-commerce, and IoT-commerce

#

Table 2
m-commerce
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

e-commerce
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Iot-commerce

Akter and Wamba 2016; Barbosa 2015; Lehrer et al. 2018;
Li and Karahanna 2015; Shang et al. 2012; Song et al.
2017; Xu and Gutierrez 2006

Adolphs and Winkelmann 2010; Akter and Wamba 2016;
Baethge et al. 2016; Bhajantri et al. 2015; Fox et al.
2006; Huang and Benyoucef 2013; Jing et al. 2018;
Kurkovsky 2005; Lehrer et al. 2018; Li and Karahanna
2015; Liu et al. 2016; Nan et al. 2017; Prasad 2003;
Shang et al. 2012; Sharma and Gutiérrez 2010; Song
et al. 2017; Xiao and Benbasat 2007; Xu and Gutierrez
2006

Al-Obeidat et al. 2018; Baek et al. 2012; Baethge et al.
2016; Cui et al. 2018; Fu et al. 2018; Ho et al. 2017;
Huang and Benyoucef 2013; Konjengbam et al. 2018;
Leong et al. 2016; Levina and Vilnai-Yavetz 2015; Ma
et al. 2017; Manvi et al. 2011; Mengxiang et al. 2017;
Nan et al. 2017; Peng et al. 2016; Ramaswamy and
Ozcan 2018; Safi and Yu 2017; Saumya et al. 2018;
Song et al. 2017; Wan et al. 2018

Adolphs and Winkelmann 2010; Kurkovsky 2005; Liu
et al. 2016; Song et al. 2017; Vaithianathan 2010; Xiao
and Benbasat 2007

Akter and Wamba 2016; Gengatharen and Standing 2005;
Lee et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2016; Song et al. 2017

Akter and Wamba 2016; Fleisch et al. 2009; Lehrer et al.
2018; Levina and Vilnai-Yavetz 2015; Nan et al. 2017;
Pousttchi et al. 2015; Samaras 2002; Sanchez-Pi and
Molina 2009; Sharma and Gutiérrez 2010; Song et al.
2017; Vaithianathan 2010; Xu and Gutierrez 2006

Akter and Wamba 2016; Hollocks 2001; Levina and
Vilnai-Yavetz 2015; Nan et al. 2017; Pousttchi et al.
2015; Romano and Fjermestad 2002; Sharma and
Gutiérrez 2010; Song et al. 2017; Vaithianathan 2010;
Xu and Gutierrez 2006

Justificatory references
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12

11

10

9

8

#

Location-based services
Based on tracking previous and current locations and foreseeing future
locations of the customer, specific location-based actions can be triggered.
Context-aware services
User context and situational context of the customer and her products are
utilized to provide related information and services. The ubiquitous
acquisition of context data with sensors and the transmission of data
with actuators is followed by intelligent reasoning and a suitable
(real-time) reaction to it. Thereby, existing value propositions for
customers can be improved and novel services can be created.
Natural interactions
Smart devices come along with new user interfaces. The customer can
interact naturally (e.g., via voice, haptics, gesture) with pervasive IoT
devices during the customer buying process. This leads to a broader
view of value creation and new customer experiences through
interactions in the interactive systems environment.
Automated customer processes
The whole buying process or parts of it are conducted automatically by
algorithms without the customer having to interact with someone or
something. Decisions that were previously made by the customer are
now automated, increasing convenience and saving time for the
customer. This is possible due to extensive data collection via
connected IoT devices and machine-to-machine communication.

For instance, the customer automatically receives a recommendation
without having actively asked for it.
Spatial independence
Shopping is independent of spatial restrictions. With their ubiquitous
nature, portable mobile devices allow the customer to purchase
products and services via wireless networks from any location.

Affordance

Table 2 (continued)
e-commerce

Fleisch et al. 2009; Kurkovsky 2005; Pousttchi et al. 2015;
Sharma and Gutiérrez 2010; Xu and Gutierrez 2006

Barbosa 2015; Chunxia et al. 2010; Fleisch et al. 2009;
Fox et al. 2006; Hoffman and Novak 2018; Kurkovsky
2005; Li et al. 2008; Manvi et al. 2011; Sanchez-Pi and
Molina 2009; Shang et al. 2012; Song et al. 2017

Fleisch et al. 2009; Fox et al. 2006; Kozinets 2019;
Kurkovsky 2005; Ramaswamy and Ozcan 2018;
Sanchez-Pi and Molina 2009

Fleisch et al. 2009; Fox et al. 2006; Kurkovsky 2005; Li
et al. 2008; Oberländer et al. 2018; Song et al. 2017

●

●

●

●

●

Chunxia et al. 2010; Fox et al. 2006; Nan et al. 2017;
Samaras 2002; Sanchez-Pi and Molina 2009; Shang
et al. 2012; Sharma and Gutiérrez 2010; Song et al.
2017; Xu and Gutierrez 2006

Justificatory references

●

Iot-commerce

●

m-commerce
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Affordances of IoT-commerce
The main result of our paper is the identification of
affordances for IoT-commerce as shown in Table 2. For each
affordance, we provide a definition based on the aspects raised
in literature. Furthermore, we state with a bullet (‘●’) in the
third, fourth, and fifth column in which wave of commerce an
affordance takes effect. Interestingly, no affordance disappeared from one wave to the following ones. All affordances
that emerged with e-commerce can still be found in the following two waves and all affordances that emerged with mcommerce are also offered by IoT-commerce. Some
affordances that are presented to only occur within the second
or third wave can also have an effect on the previous waves.
For instance, the extensive automation of customer processes
due to smart algorithms primarily emerged with the new opportunities of data collection by IoT devices (e.g., by their
sensors), but is now also reactively influencing e-commerce
and m-commerce. However, in this section, we focus on IoTcommerce affordances and their respective origins and do not
mark retrospective effects on e-commerce and m-commerce.
All affordances based on the 49 relevant articles of our literature review are presented with justificatory references.
The twelve affordances are split into seven that primarily
arose with e-commerce, two affordances that primarily
emerged with m-commerce, and three affordances that experienced their upswing with IoT-commerce. IoT-commerce itself is characterized by all of the twelve affordances as those of
previous waves still remain valid. However, the sheer number
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of affordances might suggest that e-commerce is the most
important wave of commerce. Though the Internet accessible
through desktop computers resulted in a substantial change in
retail commerce, IoT-commerce also holds disruptive potential. A rapidly growing number of connected devices and first
manifestations of IoT affordances in retail commerce demonstrate that IoT-commerce is about to radically transform the
way online purchases are made. Hence, an investigation into
the affordances of IoT-commerce is truly valuable. The three
affordances that distinguish IoT-commerce from the previous
waves of commerce result from technical features of IoT devices such as described by the editorial of Fleisch et al. (2009).
Our paper goes beyond the described technical features, applies IoT functionality to the context of retail commerce, and
incorporates recent developments and more specific concepts
of the IoT phenomenon since the publication of Fleisch et al.
(2009). The first affordance originating from IoT-commerce
are context-aware services that are enabled by sensors and
actuators of the IoT device, as the environment can be observed and triggers for further action can be set based on
sensor data. For instance, a smart thermostat might detect
the need to heat a room and influence the amount of energy
bought before the customer recognizes this need. As a second
addition, IoT devices also allow natural interaction with voice
or gesture. For instance, voice assistants enable online shopping mainly controlled by voice commands. The third addition relates to intelligent algorithms in IoT devices that are
used to automate customer processes. Decentralized intelligence embedded in IoT devices on the customer-side

Fig. 2 Activity system of IoT-commerce with affordances and its manifestations

Manifestations of IoT-commerce affordances in the interaction between customer (i.e., Subject) and manufacturer/retailer/service provider (i.e., Object) via an IoT device (i.e., Tool)

Legend: ● = Respective affordances (left column) manifests in the respective step of the customer buying process (top row)

Table 3
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primarily emerged with IoT devices. Recommender systems
and shopping agents that came up with e-commerce also inhibit intelligence but are usually situated on the supplier-side,
whereas smart algorithms in IoT devices, enabling the actual
automation of processes, are anchored on the customer-side.
IoT devices, such as smart fridges, frequently lever this intelligence to decide autonomously when to re-order groceries.
The other affordances still remain valid, such as information transparency, which developed with e-commerce. It
should be pointed out, however, that this also means that associated biases may still remain valid. Besides the positive
effect of increased information transparency in e-commerce
and m-commerce, research shows the existence of information
bias. For instance, readers of online product reviews may be
effected by sequential bias (Wan 2015) and self-selection bias
(Li and Hitt 2008). The extent to which these biases still exist
in IoT-commerce strongly depends on the specific setting with
its inherent decisions (IoT device is autonomously deciding
on a purchase vs. customer is deciding and purchasing via an
IoT device). To check for the existence of biases in IoTcommerce is not the focus of this paper but is strongly recommended for future research.
To visualize the role of affordances in the context of IoTcommerce, we depicted the related activity system schematically in Fig. 2. Embedded in the socio-economic framework
of rules (e.g., legislation), community (e.g., peer customers),
and roles (e.g., social demography), the customer interacts
with a retailer or manufacturer in different steps of the buying
process. As described in the background section, we exemplarily relied on the 9-step buying process of Lemon and
Verhoef (2016). In each step of the buying process, the customer (i.e., Person) might use her IoT device (i.e., Tool) in the
interaction (i.e., goal-directed actions) with the retailer/
manufacturer (i.e., Object) in order to satisfy her need with a
purchase and the subsequent consumption/usage (i.e., goal
orientation). Mainly derived from technical features and the
socio-economic characteristics of IoT-commerce, the IoT device provides opportunities for action (i.e., affordances) to the
customer. Each affordance (e.g., ‘electronic transactions’)
might manifest in one or more steps of the buying process
(e.g., ‘ordering’ and ‘payment’). And in each step of the buying process (e.g., ‘search’), one or more affordances (e.g.,
‘natural interaction’ and ‘automated customer processes’)
might manifest. These manifestations of affordances along
the buying process might then be actualized if the customer
performs respective goal-directed actions.

Validation for completeness and parsimony
with real-life objects
We now validate the twelve affordances of IoT-commerce
regarding completeness and parsimony. For this purpose, we
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assess the manifestations of the affordances along the customer buying process. This assessment levers the twelve
affordances and a sample of 35 relevant IoT devices that were
grouped into five categories such as ‘voice assistants’ and
‘replenishment services’. See Table 1 for definitions of the
IoT device categories and exemplary product names. In this
section, we show the relationships between all twelve
affordances and the nine steps of the buying process. In
Table 3, we use a bullet (‘●’) to indicate whether an affordance
manifests in a step of the buying process. Table 3 shows the
aggregated results whereas details can be found in Appendix 1
Table 5.
Each step of the customer buying process comprises six to
eleven manifestations of the affordances. Social interactions
manifest in every step of the customer buying process, whereas electronic transactions, natural interactions, and automated customer processes lead to a manifestation in eight of nine
steps. Online platforms, temporal independence, and spatial
independence manifest in seven of nine steps. Location-based
services (five of nine steps), information transparency, personalized services, proactive services, and context-aware
services (four of nine steps) take effect in around half of all
customer buying process steps. As presented in Table 3, all
affordances manifest in multiple steps of the customer buying
process. This suggests that the overview of IoT-commerce
affordances is parsimonious. None of the affordances could
be dropped without losing substantive content.
To check for completeness, two authors independently examined 337 IoT devices, filtered those relevant for retail commerce, and grouped them into five categories as described in
Table 1. A check of these IoT devices did not yield any additional affordances not yet covered by Table 2, which was
distilled based on extant academic literature. Therefore, we
assume our overview of IoT-commerce affordances
(Table 2) to be complete as all revealed opportunities to lever
IoT devices in the context of retail commerce were already
covered. Furthermore, the examination confirmed the manifestation of all affordances in at least four steps along the
customer buying process as already observable today.
We see manifestations of affordances that are unique to
IoT-commerce (e.g., using voice, haptics, gesture, or other
natural interaction to search for products and services), and
affordances that became apparent with e-commerce or mcommerce and now continue within IoT-commerce (e.g., perceiving a lowered barrier to pursue the fulfillment of a need) –
perhaps even intensified due to comfort that comes along with
IoT devices. Note that the steps of the buying process and
consequently the manifestations of the affordances are not
necessarily in the mentioned order, but can vary (e.g., a customer can engage with an organization before the actual consumption, for instance when writing a product review about
the ordering process before receiving/using the product).
Furthermore, some steps can be skipped (e.g., a customer
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spontaneously considers buying a product without searching
for alternatives, directly jumping from ‘consideration’ to
‘choice’). In the following, we provide details on the manifestations and real-life examples.
The steps of the pre-purchase stage (i.e., ‘need recognition’, ‘consideration’, and ‘search’) comprise six to eleven
manifestations of affordances in each step. In the step ‘need
recognition’, customers might be guided by personalized advertisements and proactive recommendations for products and
services that may even be dependent on the location of the IoT
device and/or customer. Customers may also recognize unidentified needs through social interaction with their peers
via social networks and the encountered content. With its

Table 4
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context-aware sensors, IoT devices offer an additional alternative to recognize the needs of customers. For instance, solutions for smart resource management such as smart thermostats or smart sprinklers collect environmental data like room
temperature or weather conditions. With smart algorithms, the
IoT device analyzes this sensor data to evaluate whether the
room temperature is too cold or the lawn demands watering,
without the customer triggering this process of automated
need recognition (automated customer process). This is a brief
example of the manifestation of IoT affordances in the first
step of the customer buying process, namely ‘need recognition’. Further exemplifications for the eight following steps
can be found in Appendix 2.

Components and evaluation of theory

Theory Component (as proposed by Gregor 2006)
Means of representation

Our theory of IoT-commerce is described in words, tables, and pictures. Words are used for detailed
explanations enriched by examples. Tables are used to structure the main constructs of our theory,
the affordances of IoT-commerce as well as the manifestations of those affordances along the
buying process. Schematic pictures illustrate the main constructs within the activity system as
a theoretical foundation.

Constructs

Constructs comprise the customer (i.e., Person and goal-oriented actor), the IoT device (i.e., Tool),
the retailer/manufacturer (i.e., Object), steps in the customer buying process (i.e., nine steps in
three stages), three waves of commerce evolution (i.e., e-commerce, m-commerce, and IoT-commerce),
and the generic concept of affordances in context of retail commerce (i.e., opportunities for
goal-directed actions).
In particular, we present twelve affordances of IoT-commerce (e.g., natural interaction) and their
manifestations along the buying process (e.g., using voice commands in the step of ‘search’). The
constructs used in our theory are itself theoretically founded in Activity Theory and Affordance Theory.

Statements of relationship

The relationship between the customer, the IoT device, and the retailer/manufacturer is derived
from Activity and Affordance Theories and described in detail. Based on this theoretical
foundation, we explain the relationship of the twelve affordances with the three waves of retail
commerce. We furthermore present relationships between affordances and the steps of the
buying process in the sense of manifestations.

Scope

As the majority of the examined literature is composed by European, American, and Asian
researchers, our theory shall be applicable in those regions. However, as we expect technological
development to continuously spread further, we are convinced that our theory holds true for nearly
all geographic regions and social demographics. Importantly, it is restricted to retail commerce
and does not cover business-to-business (B2B) commerce.

Evaluation Criterion (as proposed by Weber 2012)
Importance
Our theory provides insights into the changing nature of retail commerce driven by the diffusion of the
IoT. Impacting customer behavior, creating technological opportunities, and potentially facilitating
innovative business models, IoT-commerce should be considered as an important domain for both
researchers and practitioners. Our theory conceptualizes IoT-commerce and identifies its affordances.
As such, it is a basis for further research in this area of growing practical relevance.
Novelty
Driven by the emerging phenomenon of IoT, our theory about IoT-commerce provides insights into
the evolution of retail commerce that no researcher has examined in detail yet.
Parsimony
Our theory comprises a conceivable small number of constructs and omits aspects not directly relevant
for the explanatory power of the theory (such as legislative aspects). Affordances and their
manifestations are presented compactly.
Level
Our research is framed as a middle-range (meso) theory avoiding ‘narrow empiricism’ and ‘over-generalization’.
Falsifiability
With the transformation of affordances into manifestations along the buying process, our theory can be
tested if all affordances actually manifest and potentially be falsified if different observations are made.
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Discussion
From a theoretical perspective, we examined extant literature and research streams in the field of retail commerce
and structured it along three waves, namely e-commerce,
m-commerce, and IoT-commerce. We also investigated
the literature of IoT that so far primarily focused on technical and business-related but not on customer-focused
aspects. Bringing together both domains, we shed light
and extend the body of knowledge at the intersection of
retail commerce and IoT that we call IoT-commerce. We
investigate this field with a customer-centric IS perspective. Conceptualizing IoT-commerce is the first theoretical
contribution of this paper. In particular, we analyzed the
influence and opportunities of IoT devices in the customer
buying process. This is especially relevant due to its fundamental impact on both customers and companies. In
this, we identified twelve affordances of IoT-commerce
from a customer perspective. The identification, conceptualization, and linkage of these affordances to the customer buying process is this paper‘s second theoretical
contribution.
Nine of the twelve affordances of IoT-commerce are
already known from e-commerce and m-commerce. It is
important to note that they carry on in IoT-commerce.
Within IoT-commerce, they might be present or might be
actualized more frequently than before. However, these
nine affordances are not qualitatively new and, thus, less
disruptive than the new affordances. Three affordances of
IoT-commerce – namely context-aware services, natural
interactions, and automated customer processes – are qualitatively new as compared to prior forms of IT-enabled
retail commerce. As our analysis highlights, these three
new affordances jointly affect each step in the customer
buying process. Current real-life examples of IoT devices
already demonstrate how these affordances manifest along
the buying process. However, we are only at the beginning
of the IoT era. On the one hand, IoT devices are about to
spread into private homes and lives transforming online
shopping at a fast pace. On the other hand, organizations
constantly enlarge functionalities of IoT devices in order to
gather more data of individual users, provide more convenience and service, and better predict individual user behavior. As our affordances and their respective manifestations show, IoT has the potential to innovate the customer
buying process we currently know from e-commerce and
m-commerce. Consequently, we are convinced that IoTcommerce is a highly relevant research topic that is gaining
considerably in importance within the next years. With our
research, we contribute to its theoretical foundation and
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offer insight into IoT-commerce from a customer’s point
of view.
Our work itself is theoretically founded in Activity Theory
and Affordance Theory. A combination of both was a suitable
tool to develop our theory of IoT-commerce based on extant
theory in the areas of e-commerce, m-commerce, and IoT. In
Table 4, we briefly summarize our theory components and
evaluate them. Gregor (2006) presented a widely used typology of theories in IS research (about 3000 citations according
to Google Scholar). Based on four primary goals of theory
(analysis and description, explanation, prediction, prescription) she identified different types of theories and components
of such theories (Table 3 of Gregor 2006). Within these components, four components are common to all theories: means
of representation, constructs, statements of relationship, and
scope. In Table 4, we use these four mandatory components of
theories in IS as a structure to present our theory of IoTcommerce as we believe that following this structure adds
clarity to the presentation of our contribution. To summarize
the evaluation of our theory, we refer to the criteria suggested
by Weber (2012). Weber presents a detailed framework and
criteria for evaluating theories in IS research. He presents
criteria relating to the different parts of a theory individually
and to the theory as a whole. For brevity of presentation, we
restrict the discussion in Table 4 to the five criteria for the
theory as a whole (importance, novelty, parsimony, level, falsifiability) as these appear to us more insightful for the theory
at hand than the criteria for individual parts.
From a practical point of view, our paper on the opportunities of IoT devices serves as a tool for customers as well as
companies. For retail customers, it initiates critical reflections
about the use of IoT devices in the buying process. We provide
them with insights on how IoT contributes to their customer
experience, for instance, that customer activity is less necessary and that the barrier to pursue the fulfillment of a need
decreases significantly. Furthermore, customers comprehend
better when IoT decreases their sovereignty and self-determination, initiating reflections about the trend towards automated decision-making with a high volume of data collection. For
organizations, we provide a theoretical foundation and structure to analyze their products and services in order to identify
opportunities (e.g., enhance customer experience, increase
customer loyalty, create lock-in effects) and risks (e.g., speed
of IoT usage by competitors, slow adaption to changing customer behavior). For organizations, it is important to analyze
the impact of IoT-commerce on their business model and initiate strategies to minimize risks and increase opportunities.
For instance, IoT bears the opportunity for manufacturers to
sell directly to the customer, and therefore establish a
direct customer relationship by omitting a retailer. In
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contrast, retailers risk to lose direct customer contact in
case manufactures directly sell to end customers. Those
aspects must be assessed and considered in suitable
business models. Overall, we found the most interesting
manifestations of affordances newly arising from IoT
devices in the pre- and post-purchase stages, whereas
the purchase stage is primarily characterized by a reinforcement of the affordances that already emerged with
e-commerce and m-commerce as well as natural interaction of the customer with the device and automation of
choice, ordering, and payment.
As any research endeavor, our paper is beset with limitations that stimulate further research. First, we do not
compile a full set of all existing (or even future) IoT
devices. Although we drew on a broad sample from three
publications with 337 devices in total, filtered to 35 relevant examples, and generalized into five categories, innovative IoT devices will emerge and may afford new actions for future retail customers. Of course, we cannot
assure that we covered all kinds of devices that might
come up. Further research could consider upcoming IoT
devices in the next years and, if necessary, revise our IoT
device categories, redo the validation for completeness
and parsimony, and extend our overview of IoTcommerce affordances if completely new functions
emerged. Furthermore, our paper focuses on the retail
commerce context (B2C). Given the numerous usages of
IoT devices in the B2B context, further research should
check the applicability of our affordances in B2B
commerce.
Future research might want to go beyond the mitigation of
the above limitations and investigate into follow-up questions
such as: Which differences can be observed between real and
perceived affordances (e.g., role of tech-savviness or cultural
background of customers)? How do customers accept the new
technology-driven phenomenon of IoT-commerce (e.g., are
these conscious perception and actualization processes)?
How do the affordances change customer purchasing behavior
over time and compared to e-commerce and m-commerce
(e.g. changes in brand loyalty, frequency of purchases, or in
the relative weight of different purchasing criteria)? Are there
any negative side effects for customers associated with IoTcommerce (e.g., self-creation of lock-in effects)? How can
established and emerging companies lever the opportunities
of IoT-commerce to offer and monetize additional customer
value (e.g., how to integrate IoT-commerce into multi- or
omnichannel customer interaction)? To which biases (e.g.,
information bias) and nudges (e.g., recommendations) are customers exposed in IoT-commerce and how can businesses
lever IoT-spawned technology to overcome or utilize these
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biases and nudges? Other work beyond IoT-commerce
affordances might want to focus on the role of legislation,
the influence of data privacy, a rigorously developed taxonomy of IoT devices in retail commerce, emerging business
models, or an ethical perspective (e.g., potential moral issues
affiliated with functionality such as automated decisionmaking).

Conclusion
This work was motivated by analyzing IoT in the context of
commerce in a customer-centric manner. Through an
affordance lens, we answered our research question which
opportunities IoT devices provide to retail commerce customers. Theoretically founded in Activity Theory and
Affordance Theory, we develop our theory of IoT-commerce
as a third wave in the evolution of retail commerce following
e-commerce and m-commerce. We identified 49 relevant articles in a structured literature search in leading IS journals,
commerce journals, marketing journals, and the domain of
computer science and therefrom extracted twelve affordances.
Seven affordances emerged with e-commerce, two with mcommerce, and three additional affordances originate from
IoT-commerce. To evaluate our theory and to demonstrate its
applicability, we derived manifestations of the twelve
affordances along with the nine steps in three stages of the
customer buying process. We further extracted 35 relevant
IoT devices out of a sample with 337 real-life IoT devices,
grouped them into five categories, and levered them to confirm completeness and parsimony. Overall, our paper helps
understand the influence of the IoT phenomenon on retail
commerce in a customer-centric manner.
As IoT-commerce is still in its infancy, its future holds
tremendous potential. Due to the increasing proliferation
of IoT devices, its importance for retail commerce may
continuously rise. Similar to the trend of customers preferring mobile devices before desktop PCs for ordering
online, IoT devices might become a vital – or even the
most vital – channel for retail commerce in the near future. Hence, detailed analysis and understanding of the
IoT-commerce phenomenon and its consequences for both
customers and companies is of utmost importance and
represents the crucial basis for further goal-directed action. Academic research might, therefore, want to keep
up with this fast-evolving phenomenon and answer related
questions such as those raised in the previous section.
Funding Information Open Access funding provided by Projekt DEAL.
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Appendix 1: Manifestations of IoT-commerce
affordances along the customer buying
process
Table 5

Manifestations of IoT-commerce affordances along the customer buying process

Pre-purchase stage
Step

IoT-commerce affordance

need recognition ▪ Social interactions: Recognizing an unidentified need through social interaction with peers
▪ Personalized services: Let oneself being guided by personalized product and service advertisement
▪ Proactive services: Let oneself being guided by proactive product and service recommendations
▪ Location-based services: Let oneself being guided by location-based advertisements and recommendations
▪ Context-aware services: Recognizing needs through environmental sensor data
▪ Automated customer process: Automated need recognition based on customer, peer, and public data
consideration

▪ Electronic transactions: Perceiving a lowered barrier to pursue the fulfillment of the need
▪ Temporal independence: Perceiving a lowered barrier to pursue the fulfillment of the need
▪ Information transparency: Perceiving a lowered barrier to pursue the fulfillment of the need
▪ Social interactions: Considering social knowledge and experiences of peers
▪ Personalized services: Let oneself being guided by personalized product and service advertisement
▪ Proactive services: Let oneself being guided by proactive recommendations
▪ Spatial independence: Perceiving a lowered barrier to pursue the fulfillment of the need
▪ Location-based services: Let oneself being guided by location-based advertisements and recommendations
▪ Natural interactions: Perceiving a lowered barrier to pursue the fulfillment of the need
▪ Automated customer process: Automated decision in the background whether to pursue the fulfillment of the need

search

▪ Electronic transactions: Searching a broad range of digital and non-digital products and services online
▪ Temporal independence: Searching products and services at any time
▪ Online platforms: Searching products and services across manufacturers on central marketplaces
▪ Information transparency: Getting access to a broad range of information about products, services, manufacturers, and other
background information
▪ Social interactions: Considering social knowledge and experiences of peers
▪ Personalized services: Let oneself being guided by personalized search results
▪ Proactive services: Let oneself be guided by recommendations of certain products and services instead of search
▪ Spatial independence: Searching products and services from everywhere
▪ Location-based services: Let oneself being guided by search results based on location
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction to search for products and services
▪ Automated customer process: Replacing customer’s search by automated search in the background based on customer preferences

Purchase stage
Step

IoT-commerce affordance

choice

▪ Electronic transactions: Choosing among relevant products and services online
▪ Online platforms: Accessing information about products and services via central marketplaces
▪ Information transparency: Data-based comparing of products and services
▪ Social interactions: Accessing user-generated content about products and services
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction to choose between products and services
▪ Automated customer process: Automated decision on product or service in the background based on customer preferences
▪ Electronic transactions: Ordering products and services remotely without the need to visit a brick and mortar store
▪ Temporal independence: Ordering products and services at any time
▪ Online platforms: Bundled ordering from a multitude of sellers via central marketplaces
▪ Social interactions: Sharing the moment of purchase and the whole shopping experience via social networks
▪ Spatial independence: Ordering products and services from everywhere
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction to order products and services
▪ Automated customer process: Replacing customer’s ordering by automated ordering in the background
▪ Electronic transactions: Paying electronically with digital and non-digital currencies via the Internet
▪ Temporal independence: Paying orders at any time
▪ Online platforms: Bundled paying to a multitude of sellers via a marketplace
▪ Social interactions: Paying via P2P payment solutions
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction for payment
▪ Automated customer process: Replacing customer’s payment by automated payment in the background

ordering

payment

IoT-commerce - opportunities for customers through an affordance lens
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Table 5 (continued)
Post-purchase stage
Step
consumption/
usage

engagement

service requests

IoT-commerce affordance
▪ Electronic transactions: Consuming/using digital content
▪ Temporal independence: Consuming/using digital content at any time
▪ Online platforms: Consuming/using digital content via a platform
▪ Information transparency: Getting access to data relevant for consumption/usage
▪ Social interactions: Sharing of consumption/usage experience with peers
▪ Spatial independence: Consuming/using digital content from everywhere
▪ Location-based services: Consuming/using digital content dependent on location
▪ Context-aware services: Accessing data of consumption/usage tracking
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction to steer consumption/usage
▪ Electronic transactions: Interacting via digital channels
▪ Temporal independence: Engaging at any time
▪ Online platforms: Sharing of user-generated content on the platform
▪ Social interactions: Engaging digitally with peers
▪ Spatial independence Engaging from everywhere
▪ Context-aware services: Sharing of context-aware data collected from IoT devices
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction for engagement
▪ Automated customer process: Replacing customers engagement via automated communication and data
exchange with other connected devices, customers, and manufacturers
▪ Electronic transactions: Sending service requests online
▪ Temporal independence: Sending service requests at any time
▪ Online platforms: Having one unified point of contact for service requests
▪ Social interactions: Let oneself being guided by digital support from peers
▪ Personalized services: Receiving personalized customer service
▪ Proactive services: Let oneself being guided by proactive notices for service due
▪ Spatial independence: Sending service requests from everywhere
▪ Location-based services: Receiving location-based customer service
▪ Context-aware services: Initiating service requests through environmental sensor data
▪ Natural interactions: Using voice, haptics, gesture, or other natural interaction for service requestis
▪ Automated customer process: Replacing customer’s service requests by automated service requests

Appendix 2: Textual explanation
of manifestations of IoT-commerce
affordances along the customer buying
process
This Appendix 2 provides exemplifications for the manifestations of affordances along the buying process. The first step
need recognition of the pre-purchase stage is explained in
the section “Validation for completeness and parsimony with
real-life objects” section. In the following, the remaining eight
steps of the customer buying process are covered.
In the step ‘consideration’, half of all affordances lead to
lower perceived barriers to fulfill the recognized need due to
the convenience of electronic transactions that customers may
conduct temporally and spatially independent. Easy access to
relevant information (information transparency) and natural
interactions such as voice commands to voice assistants, haptic touches or clicks on a button of a replenishment service
also contribute to a perceived lower barrier to fulfill one’s need
due to the knowledge that fulfillment with IoT devices is convenient and easy. Beyond the possibility that customers’ consideration to pursuing the purchase of a product or service is
guided by personalized advertisements and proactive recommendations that may even be dependent on the location of the

IoT device and/or customer, social interaction may also reveal
experiences of peers that influence the consideration whether
and how to fulfill a need. Due to customer process automation
with algorithms, IoT devices might also decide automatically
whether to proceed in the buying process, without further
intervention of the customer. For instance, smart energy management solutions already decide on their own whether a
room shall be heated, or a lawn shall be watered or the washing machine decides automatically whether to reorder
detergent.
The ‘consideration’ step is followed by the ‘search’ step.
Customers are able to search a broad range of products and
services online (electronic transactions) and across manufacturers on online marketplaces (online platforms) independent
from temporal and spatial restrictions. Search results can be
tailored to the location and personalized to the preferences of
an individual customer. Within this search, customers obtain
easy access to information about products and services, its
manufacturers, and other details relevant to the search (information transparency). Furthermore, social knowledge and experiences (social interaction), for instance, product ratings on
a platform or social media posts from peers about the product,
may guide the customer’s search process. Proactive recommendations may influence and shorten the search process
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whereas smart algorithms of IoT devices may fully automate
the search for customers (automated customer process). From
an interaction point of view, voice assistants allow to conveniently search for products via voice commands, and replenishment services (e.g., smart fridges) via embedded touch displays (natural interaction).
The steps of the purchase stage (i.e., ‘choice’, ‘ordering’,
and ‘payment’) comprise six to seven manifestations of
affordances in each step. As known from e-commerce and
m-commerce, choice, ordering, and payment in IoTcommerce can be conducted online via electronic
transactions, independent from temporal and spatial
restrictions, and via online platforms. Information
transparency allows easy comparison of products and services
that are enriched with social interaction such as the access to
and the sharing of user-generated content in the steps ‘choice’
and ‘ordering’ or even the payment with a P2P payment solution such as Bitcoin. The main differences compared to the
prior waves of e-commerce and m-commerce are driven by
the IoT-commerce affordance natural interaction and automated customer processes. Customers can use natural
interaction to choose between products and services, order,
and pay them online. Voice assistants allow to execute commands via voice; smart resource management and replenishment services (e.g., smart fridges) offer displays for haptic
touches; replenishment services such as the Amazon Dash
Button allow to choose, order, and pay products online via a
simplified interface – by pressing a button. In contrast, gesture
control is not yet present in widespread IoT devices. Smart
algorithms add intelligence to IoT devices and their connected
service offerings (automated customer process). This intelligence enables IoT devices to choose, order, and pay products
and services automatically based, for instance, on customer’s
preferences. This automation is making any direct intervention of the customer obsolete, as for example fully selfsufficient replenishment services for washing detergent.
Furthermore, solutions for smart resource management, however, already optimize the consumption of electricity, water, or
other resources automatically without the customer’s involvement and therefore influence directly the quantity and time of
resource consumption.
The steps of the post-purchase stage (i.e., ‘consumption/
usage’, ‘interaction’, and ‘service request’) are located after
the actual purchase stage and comprise eight to eleven
affordances in each step. In the step of ‘consumption/ usage’,
digital content (electronic transactions), for instance, a series
on Netflix and music on Spotify, can be consumed via a platform (online platforms) at any time (temporal independence).
Whenever you would like to listen to music on Spotify or
watch a series on Netflix, you can log in to the platforms via
any device (e.g., mobile phone or voice assistant) and instantly start to consume the product such as listening to a song. Due
to the diversity of devices and the inherent nature of digital
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content, it can be consumed spatially independent. For instance, a song can be listened to via your Spotify account on
your mobile phone during a picnic in the park or seamlessly in
all rooms with connected voice assistants. Some providers
offer location-based services during consumption/usage. For
instance, a car-sharing vehicle displays car-sharing parking
areas nearby or services that might initiate new buying processes such as vouchers for nearby shops. Furthermore, customers are able to share data, opinions, and experiences about
consumption/usage of a product or service easily with peers,
for instance via social networks (social interactions). It might
be opinions about digital content, but also about non-digital
products and services. Those written product reviews on platforms, shared moments of consumption/usage on Instagram
and Facebook, and product ratings on the manufacturer’s
website become part of the user-generated content that might
influence other peers in their buying process (e.g., within
‘choice’). Furthermore, customers can get easy access to data
relevant for consumption/usage of the product or service (information transparency). For instance, the name of the current
song is displayed on the screen of the IoT device or the voice
assistant is able to tell the ingredients of the bought food
during cooking. IoT devices may also save historical data
about consumption/usage, for instance, collected via sensors
(context-aware services). Customers can get access to this
background data about their consumption via a mobile app
(e.g., energy consumption history provided by the smart resource management system). To steer the consumption of digital content, the customer can use natural interactions such as
her voice. For instance, she can request the voice assistant to
play a certain song, without having to search manually for it
on the smartphone.
In the step of ‘engagement’, customers can interact digitally (electronic transactions), at any time (temporal
independence), and from everywhere (spatial independence)
in order to engage with other customers (social interaction) or
organizations, for instance, to provide feedback about products on platforms (online platforms), engaging in co-creation
of a new product, or engaging in a digital customer community. Furthermore, customers can share and compare data collected by IoT devices via sensors with organizations and peer
customers (context-aware services). Customers might want to
compare their reduction of energy consumption since the purchase of a smart energy management system with historic
consumption data of other customers. Active engagement of
customers is facilitated via comfortable and easy interaction
with connected devices in the living space of the customer. For
instance, voice assistants (natural interactions) are integrated
into customers’ daily life – who can quickly leave a product
rating of washing powder while doing the laundry. Smart algorithms replace individual customer actions via automated
communication and data exchange among other connected
devices, customers, and manufacturers (automated customer
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processes). For instance, smart thermostats already send data
about energy consumption to the provider; nowadays mostly
after allowed by the customer.
‘Service requests’ are sent online (electronic transactions)
at any time (temporal independence) and from everywhere
(spatial independence) with natural interactions as for instance voice. Due to online platforms, customers are offered
one unified point of contact for sending service requests (online platforms): After logging into their account on a platform,
customers see their previous service requests, can contact the
provider and (re-)schedule appointments, without the necessity of using a second device, as for example a phone to call the
service provider. In communities, customers receive support
from their peers in problem solution (social interaction). Due
to data about customer preferences, consumption history, sensor data, and other data available to the service provider,
personalized and location-based services can be offered.
Furthermore, customers receive notifications about service requests proactively (proactive services). Due to smart algorithms, service requests are even sent automatically
without the involvement of the customer (automated
customer process). An automated service request might
be triggered through tracking data of the IoT device
accessible to the provider, as for example a certain distance covered by the vehicle after which service is recommended, or sensor data (context-aware services), as
for example a car automatically informing its sharing
company in case of a breakdown.
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